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The purpose of education is to replace an empty 

mind with an open one.”  

-Malcolm S. Forbes 





























 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





















नानक नाम चढ़दी कला, तेरे भाणे सरबत दा भला.. 
Nanak, with your name comes prosperity and with your blessing,  peace for everyone 

On the joyous festival of Guru Nanak Jayanti, Class VIII students of MVN ARAVALI HILLS presented a 

special assembly on 09th November, 2022 which marked the 553rd birth anniversary of Guru Nanak Dev ji. 

Dressed in radiant traditional Punjabi attire, the students presented songs, enactment and dance to bring 

home the relevance of the festival to the young generation. The assembly commenced with Gurubani. 

Serenity and peace prevailed in the air as the students sang the shabad. The students depicted glimpses of 

the sacred life of Guru Nanak Devji through well presented enactment. A  presentation enlightened the 

students about the teachings of the Guru Nanak which reminds us time and again that essence of all religion 

lies in oneness of God. Students dressed as Panj Pyaras led the Nagar Kirtan which truly brought out the 

essence of the festival. The assembly concluded with a lively and vibrant dance presentation through which 

the students showcased their devotion  to the Guru. In their closing address,   Principal, Ms. Neeta Arora and 

the Vice Principal, Ms. Mona Dua congratulated the students on their wonderful presentation and also brought 

home some significant aspects of this festival. 
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                                            is a festival of lights and one of the most awaited festivals of the year. The 

festival usually lasts five days and is celebrated during the Hindu lunar  month of Kartika (between 

mid-October and mid-November). One of the most popular festivals of Hinduism, Diwali symbolizes 

the spiritual "victory of good over evil, light over darkness, and knowledge over ignorance". Students 

of MVN, Aravali Hills celebrated Diwali and Bhai Dooj 2022 with an enthusiastic assembly, 

showcasing various facets of the festival- from soulful Bhajans to mesmerizing renditions, every song 

left the students spellbound. Emphasis was laid on celebrating a green and clean Diwali through an 

impactful Nukkad Natak. A short play from the life of Lord Rama and a beautiful dance performance 

culminated the event on a cheerful note. 
 







 



A New Year means a new chapter and brings with it new 

hope and new opportunities and that definitely calls for a 

celebration. Students of class VIII celebrated the joyous festival 

of Christmas and New Year in a special assembly. The students 

spread the mirth and euphoria through their various 

performances. Their musical renditions and rhythmic dance 

performance left everyone in high spirits. A poem and a skit were 

also presented to share the values of Christmas. 









  Festivals are a period of celebration and infuse our lives with joy and excitement. The 

festivals prompt us  to be thankful for God’s provisions and to celebrate His creations. 

On 30th January,2023 Class VIII students of MVN ARAVALI HILLS celebrated two 

special days the Republic Day and Lohri and brought out the significance of these two 

festivals through colourful and zestful presentations. 

  The students took pride in glorifying and celebrating the spirit of unity and brotherhood 

through a plethora of activities. The patriotic songs, speeches highlighting the 

significance of the days, dance performances filled the hearts of the audience with 

patriotic fervour and love for one's culture.It was captivating to see students dressed in 

tricolours and colourful attire .True to the theme the resplendent dance 

performance  was a fitting finale to the entire presentation. 







 



DAY TRIP  FOR CLASS VIII TO 
 NEHRU PLANETARIUM, WAR MEMORIAL 

AND WASTE TO WONDER PARK 

The happiest memories of school life are made on school trips. A day trip is a great way for the 

students to interact, explore and enrich. The excitement and enthusiasm of the students was palpable 

when they set off for their day trip on 5th November, 2022.The first destination in their itinerary was 

Nehru Planetarium in New Delhi. The space has always been an appealing topic and exploring its 

mystery is always a human endeavour. The  show at the planetarium about the outer space,  

constellations, galaxy etc was a wonderful experience for all and must have set many young minds 

ticking about the intriguing outer space. From Nehru Planetarium, the group headed for the National 

War Memorial near India Gate.This memorial is a valuable source of inspiration for our future 

generation. The Memorial pays tribute to soldiers who laid down their lives defending the country in 

various wars post independence. After enjoying a sumptuous lunch at the sprawling lawns of 

Indraprastha Park, the group proceeded to the 'Waste to Wonder Park'. It was an amazing experience 

for the students to see the marvels created by waste. The park has seven replicas of the seven 

wonders of the world which are installed in the beautifully landscaped park. It was a fun filled day for 

the students and they returned with happy faces and heartful of wonderful memories of the day. 





 



"Earth and sky, wood and fields, lakes and 
rivers, the mountains and the sea are excellent 
schoolmasters and teach us more than we can 

ever learn from a book."  

 

 

A day trip was organised for the students of class IX and X to Vishalgarh Farm. This was 

definitely a wonderful experience for the students. The day brought in the much needed fun and 

frolic mixed with adventure and learning. The students basked in winter sun and undertook many 

fun activities such as Burma bridge, commando net, zip lining, enjoying puppet show, dancing 

with DJ. 

This excursion provided a unique, informal way of learning and helped in building a strong bond 

between teachers and students. 

 

 



 



 





 



  BEST OUT OF WASTE 
"Recycling things is like magic that  

turns ordinary things into extraordinary” 

Creative and imaginative minds came together to 

create innovative and decorative items from different 

waste materials as the students of class VIII 

participated in the 'Best Out of Waste' activity on 

03/11/2022 as a part of their weekly activity. Children 

used reusable and recyclable materials like ice cream 

sticks, plastic boxes, straws etc to create amazing 

array of decorative and utility items. The aim of the 

activity was to make the children aware of preserving 

the environment by sustainable use of resources. The 

activity not only honed  the artisistic fervour among 

the young participants but also made them better 

stewards of environment by following the principles of 

reuse and recycle. 









'Poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty in words.’

                      Edgar Allan Poe 

Usually a poem is words and phrases strung together to create a beautiful 

piece of literary work. Blackout Poetry  is all about the words one  chooses to 

obliterate to create a new poetry. MVN Aravali Hills organised 'Blackout Poetry' 

as a part of the weekly activity on 13th October, 2022 for the students of Class 

VIII. The theme for the activity was 'War and Peace'. It was a pair activity and 

students got thirty minutes for preparation and 2 minutes for presenting their 

poetry. The activity challenged the creative expression of the students and they 

learned how one can come up  with a new  piece of literary work by  choosing 

words according to the theme and manipulating text. It is an interesting way to 

initiate the skill of poetry writing among the amateurs who may later blossom 

into poets of great merit. 







SOFT BOARD DECORATION COMPETITION 

Soft boards are a canvas of ideas and imaginations. They give a 

platform to the students to showcase their creativity. This activity 

gives an impetus to the students to explore new themes and 

innovative ways of presenting them on board. Class VIII students 

presented their boards on the topic 'Managing Exam Stress' and the 

topic for Class IX was 'Indian Authors'. The House Boards were 

presented on the topic 'Harvest Festivals'. In a nutshell it was a fun- 

filled activity that widened the horizons of thinking and encouraged 

group activity among students. 









 



"His justice reveals his majesty 

His power  describes his tenacity  

Such is the  unconquerable stellar  

Vikramaditya  was a legendary king  

with unmatched valour." 

 
Indian cultural history is replete with myths and legends. 

Stories of brave warriors and great rulers mixed with 

extravagance serve as a perfect blend of history and 

mythology. King Vikramaditya was one such example. His 

courage, righteousness and valour were exemplary to the 

extent that his name itself became a coveted title for any king 

who achieved a great feat. 

With the intention to revive the glory of the great "Samrat 

Vikramaditya" the students of Classes VI-X  put their best foot 

forward by organising  a grand and magnificent Annual 

Function. The function was resplendent to watch and had 

mesmerizing performances that left the audience awe struck. 

      







 



‘ 

’Prerna 2022-Punah Srijan-Revival with Resilience’  was a  part of our 

continuing commitment to follow Sir's footsteps and rekindle the value of 

resilience among the students. Many schools participated with zeal and fervor 

and contributed to make this Annual Inter School  Meet a huge success.  

PRERNA- The Light  of Inspiration ‘ is an  Annual Event to 

commemorate the death anniversary of our beloved 

 Founder Principal Shri Gopal  Sharma  

 



 



 








